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The TExAs CAVER is a bi-monthly publication of the Texas
Speleological Association (TSA), an internal organization
of the National Speleological Society (NSS).
Subscription rates are $25/year for six issues of The
TExAs CAvER. This includes membership in the TSA. Out
of state subscribers , libraries, and other institutions may
receive The TEXAS CAvER for the $20/year. Back issues
are available at the cost of $3.00 per issue. Send al:
correspondence (other than material for The TEXAs CAVER)
subscriptions, and exchanges to:
The Texas Caver
P.O. Box 8026
Austin, TX 78713.
Exchanges should be mailed to The Texas Caver at thE
above address . The Texas Caver will exchangf;
newsletters with other grottos.
Submissions to The TExAs CAVER should be sent to th<
editors at the following address:
Joe Ivy & Rebecca Jones
11916 Bluebonnet
Manchaca, TX 78652
joeivy@interserv.com
We encourage YOU to participate in this publication.
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ON THE COVER: Christy Quintana on rope in Mexico. Photo by Denise Prendergast
ON THE BACK: Christy Quintana under the showerheads in Grutas de Tolontongo. Photo by Terry Raines
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OBITUARY

Christine Lynn Vanek Quintana 1972-1999
A large portion of this issue is devoted
to our friend, Christy Quintana. Christy was
killed on August 26, 1999, in a chance accident while caving in Mexico. She had been
there for six weeks, living with a family,
learning Spanish, and caving with many fine
people.
Christy's death has been a blow to everyone who knew her. She joined the caving
community in 1995. All over Texas, every
caver she touched will miss her terribly. In
San Luis Potosi, where in a few short weeks
Christy found a place in their hearts, her loss
is felt just as deeply.
For those of you who never had the
chance to meet Christy, she was, as you will
see in the following pages, a very special
person. Those of you who knew her understand just how inadequate that phrase is.
To Christy's husband, Sean Quintana,
her parents, Kenneth and Karen Vanek, her
family, and friends, we can never fully express our condolences.
Thank you for sharing her with us.

Christy with two children of the Familia Rodriguez with whom she stayed with in SLP

Out of my sorrow I shall make a song
So beautiful that others' grief will cease.
If one but listen, silently and long,
I promise him my song shall bring him peace:
One clear high note offaith, one note of chee1;
And one of courage, flung against the sky;
But not one tremulous, low note offear,
And not one muted, agonizing cry.

.;

Oh, I shall make my song a thing of light.
Th e darkness only can put forth a star:
And out of sorrow-darker than the nightA song shall lift that men will hear afm;
And listening, with faces eager-gladWill say, "Where is the sorrow that we had?"

Grace Noll Crowell
When I read this, I thought of Christy immediately. When I
think of the smile on her face and how her eyes would just dance
with excitement when she spoke, all of my sadness lifts-even if
just for a moment.
There are so many memories: friendship, gossip, crossing the
border, speleo-modeling, moments of mischief...
It is her memory that sings to me.
In life, she wrote this song.
She was so bright, and from the time I met her, there were
always days that I wished I could be more like her-even if I was
already "the other (blonde) Christy."
Christie Rogers
Christy and Logan McNatt horsing around on a Mexico trip
TilE TEXAS CAVER
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Remembering Christy
Compiled by Dale Barnhard
I think I was instrumental in my
daughter's early love of caves. Because
I loved to visit tourist caves, I would
route our vacations around where tourist caves were located. Christy started
wild caving after she began working as
a guide at Inner Space Cavern.
-Karen Vanek
It seems just a few weeks ago we
gathered arms full of Christy's garden
veggies and sent her off to San Luis for
the summer.

It always brightened my
day to talk with her.

We had our first and
only long conversation last
year at Robber Baron Cave,
during which I found her to
be a highly intelligent,
multitalented, and fascinating person. I had been looking forward to eventually
getting to know her better.

Christy had such
charisma; she touched
the hearts of all that
knew her.

Christy and Aimee strike a pose in Cueva del Brinco

The memory of her laughter, her humor, and her tremendous outlook on life will be something I will keep as a
guideline in my own behavior. To leave this world with a
history of positive experiences that she herself left with me
is all I could ever pray for. God Bless you Christy and
thank you for your smile.
Christy playing around with her Mexican
a muddy caving trip

She was special because of her
outlook on life. We remember Christy
as always smiling and laughing. She was
a very positive person. Probably the best
tribute that each of us can give to Christy
is to adopt her positive outlook. Everyday, each of us should smile and laugh
as Christy did. If we do this everyday, it
will become easier. If you can't think of
any reason to smile, just think of the way
Christy touched your life. Over time, the
smiling and laughing will be easier. I
think this would make Christy happy.
76

Christy is and
was our ray of sunshine on every day in
our presence.

Christy, Christy Rogers (the other blonde Christy) and Eric
Flint han gin' out near Bustamante
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I will also miss Christy
Quintana. She was a very special
person. We all enjoyed working
with her at Cobb Caverns and the
many times she helped us with
Colorado Bend State Park Earth
Day. We can all find peace with
her death by being thankful that
we had her for a time, even though
it was short. She will not be forgotten because of all the memories we all have of her. Just enjoy
your family and friends for the
time that we have them and we can
honor Christy that way.

Now Christy is another star
in the cavers ' heaven. Remember her as a good caver, as somebody who passed away doing
what she really loved.
Christy shows off her tan at the old Candela train
station

Christy was truly one of those
shining gifts from God , who brought
us His meaning oflove and how to live
with our brothers and sisters. May we
all learn from her life, for she showed
us how to " shine."

Christy's life was a gift to all of us
who knew her. Her exuberance for life
was felt by all who encountered her. I'm
grateful for having known her. I will always have an image of her driving in
her jeep with a big smile on her face.
She was such a beautiful vibrant
Her time was done on this earth in such
spirit and I will miss her presence at the
a short time, but she taught us well.
oatherinas
and in caves.
b
b

She walked among us as a very
special person. Never, in over 30 years
of caving, have I seen a person with such
enthusiasm and joviality and intellect
enter our ranks. There have been many
cavers with enthusiasm. There have been
many who were jovial. And there have
been many who were intelligent. But
none I have seen or known have combined all those qualities the way Christy
did. She was indeed a rose on the bush
of thorny cavers. She was a person who
lusted for life and her death , untimely
and cruel, should cause us who knew her,
and many of those who dido 't, to realize
both the glory and tenuousness of life.
She touched me closely with her viv aciousness and her cynicism-an irreverent reverentness for life and fun and
people , that was so free and
nonjudgmental it was almost saintly. She
was a person that everyone that knew
her wished they could emulate. I would
like to say, but hone stly cannot, that I
will rest comfortabl y in the knowledge
that my life was touched briefly by a
truly great person. I cannot say that because I will not rest comfortably. I will
always be tormented by the fact that our
time with Christy was all too short. I
want more!
I should be happy with what I've
got. .. but to take just one more photo of
her smiling face . Just one more . . .

Christy was the
bravest soul I ever met.

She was an exceptional human
being, a beautiful person in all ways, an
unending source of positivity and joy. I
never saw her act in a hurtful or selfish
manner. Around campfires, in caves, on
the road, she was always smiling, and
always made me smile in turn. "Some
people come into our lives and quickly
go; some leave footprints on our hearts,
and we are never, ever the same." Christy
did both of these things.
Christy waits in line for grub at the Brinco field house
TH E T EXAS CAVER
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TRIP REPORT
Dale Barnard

Caving with Christy

Terry Raines had spent days study- our targeted limestone band. Along the We crawled through the bloody droping various Mexican topographic maps. way, Christy and Terry made comments pings of a few frantic vampire bats to
During Spring Break 1998, he, Christy such as, "That appears to be an uplifted, some short climbs, but the cave ended
Quintana, and I headed for the border. tertiary sedimentary limestone sub-layer in mud plugs.
Back in town, Amulfo arranged for
Christy and I hoped Terry had deter- with an earlier underflow of volcanic somined an approximate destination. Per- lidification with metamorphosed sur- a visit to a lower village called Tula
haps he preferred to leave the plan open. rounding layers." I made an occasional, where some caves might be found . We
Perhaps he preferred to let us
packed minimal caving gear and
warm
clothes in case we had to
"discover" the plan as we went
along. Perhaps he thinks that I
sleep without sleeping bags.
am overly interested in needing
Pedro, our tour guide, led us on
the one-hour hike down to the
a plan so he intentionally withholds it. Whatever the reason,
small village next to a clear river.
when someone with thirty years
We followed him up-stream another 45 minutes to two horizonof Mexico caving experience
finds time to travel, I tend to use
tal caves at the base of some
words like "yes sir!" in place of
bluffs. The nicely decorated
complaints. Indeed, as the trip
caves had plenty of walking paswent along, he seemed to have
sage, but both were fairly small:
some vague objectives in mind,
one about 100 meters long and
the first of which turned out to
the other about 50. We returned
be Ciudad de Mante.
to town where Pedro's wife fed
There we met with a local
us pork chili and beans with torcaver, Jean Luis Lacaille
tillas for dipping.
Moesquiz, who wanted some
Everyone in Calnali and
AMCS books. He invited us for
Tula welcomed us. Their smiles
a quick stop that turned into a
and kindness distinguished this
six-hour visit. We were welvillage from some of the larger
comed into the comfortable famtowns we had visited thus far. Afily home even though we wore
ter dinner, Pedro made sleeping
raggedy caving clothes and
arrangements for us in the home
smelled a bit foul. As we thanked
of a widow who had an unoccuour hospitable hosts for the afpied room with two beds in it.
ternoon and said good-bye, Jean
They asked us if we needed a secLuis' mother repeatedly warned
ond room for Christy. Terry reus to be very careful when we go
lieved some of their visible tensouth. We smiled and nodded. Christy Quintana under the showerheads at Cueva de Tolontongo. sion by explaining that Christy
During the rest of the trip, we enwas his daughter (a white lie),
Photo by Terry Raines
countered some of the nicest people on equally intelligent-sounding comments and that it was okay for her to sleep in
the face of the Earth ... and no banditos.
like, "Isn't that a pretty grey rock?"
the same room as the two of us.
We drove to Ciudad Valles and had
In Canali, we met the municipal
After a good night's sleep, Pedro's
dinner at Cafe Don Juan. We stayed in secretary, Amulfo Lara, who owns a res- father led us up an Arroyo toward a rua nice $9 hotel room to avoid scroung- taurant. He welcomed us and offered us mored sotano. He looked like an old man,
ing for a late-night campsite in the rain. camping at his near-by property, which but could have run circles around us as
In the morning, we resumed our south- happened to contain a small tourist cave. we hiked up the arroyo. After about an
ward journey through the state of In the morning, we followed the power hour-and-a-half, our guide made a sharp
Hidalgo toward the municipality called lines to the little cave. We found the left tum out of the arroyo and found the
Calnali, which lies in the northern tip of obligatory shrine about 25 meters inside. cave a short distance up the hill. His
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sense of direction impressed me.
The cave sloped downward, following the angle of the rock layers. By
listening to a rock tumble down it, we
estimated it about 100 meters deep. Although we were tempted to rig the pit
with jungle vines, we postponed our descent until we could return with appropriate rope at a later time. Unfortunately,
the hike back to the truck turned out to
be a bit farther than we had hoped and
we never returned to the cave with gear.
Once back in the Calnali area, we
were led on a "short" hike over several
kilometers of rough trail to a nearby
waterfall. The view of the falls justified
the hike. From our high perch, we looked
down on the water, which fell about 100
meters into a clear pool, and then roared
down some narrower falls. As we made
the final descent to the falls, a strong,
chilly breeze relieved some of our urge
to swim. However, the clean water still
appealed to our dirty bodies. Christy did
a face-plant on the rocky approach to
the pool, which gave her a nice chin
bruise to proudly display for the rest of
the trip. The clear, chilly pool quickly
silted up, but we enjoyed feeling a little
cleaner. One the way back to the truck,
one of our guides decided that he liked
Christy enough that he wanted her to stay
and live with them. The fact that she is
married did not discourage him.
The next morning, we left Calnali
and drove toward a new road that crosses
from Molango straight to Ixmiquilpan,
opening up some possible new caving
areas. Just south of Molango, we found
the new road. It skirted a near-vertical
topography for many miles, bounded on
one side with the mountain and the other
with certain death as it dropped off many
hundreds of feet, inches from the edge
of the road. Terry marveled at the interesting limestone while Christy reminded
him to watch where he was driving. I
think that she may have put finger dents
in the door handle where she nervously
readied herself for a quick escape. Of
course, the more she complained about
Terry not watching the road, the more
he exaggerated his interest in the limeTH E T EXA S CAVER

stone observations. At some point, she
tried to distract herself by telling a joke:
Grasshopper walks into a bar.
Bartender says, "Hey, we have a drink
named after you!" The grasshopper
says, "Really ? You have a drink named
James?"
Later in the trip, we drove to a commercial cave and recreation area called
Cueva de Tolontongo. We paid about 30
pesos each to get in, and it was worth it.
The cave releases an entire river. Some
of the water pours from falls above the
entrance while the rest of it comes out
of a number of fantastic cave formations.
It gives the impression that the entire
mountain must be full of water, desperately trying to escape through every nook
and cranny of this large cavern. As we
neared the entrance, a blast of hot, humid air hit us. Inside, it felt like a sauna.
The water felt about 100 degrees F (40
degrees C), obviously warmed by some
non-sulfuric thermal action. Terry had a
waterproof camera and managed to capture some very nice shots while Christy
and I popped flashbulbs for him.
Afterward, we drove northeasterly,
back across the mountains on highway
85 toward Tamazunchale. We observed
dozens of dolinas beside the road as well
as some small caves in the road cuts.
Locals spoke of many caves in the area,
most of which would require an
afternoon 's hike. The fog eventually reduced our visibility to nil so we stopped
at a side road and camped.
The next day, we drove north to a
commercial cave in Monte Zulel , near
Aquismon. We intended to make a map
of the cave, but were informed that mapping the cave requires a permit from the
secretary in Aquismon. (A permit to map
a cave?!) We were free to photograph it,
though.
We then drove up the valley to
Sotono de las Golondrinas and inspected
the new fence that guarded it. The rain
became steady and camping prospects
seemed a bit damp. Near the cave, Terry
spotted someone walking through the
jagged limestone. He asked the young
man if there was an empty building

where we could spend the night. The man
invited us to stay with his family just up
the hill.
We piled into the little stick and
cardboard house and found a small patch
of dirt floor for our sleeping bags. Four
people currently occupied this tiny home
with only two twin-sized beds. Terry
cooked soup for them while Christy and
I brought our journals up-to-date, with
the entry titles: "The Night the Gringos
Came to Dinner." It felt like a large-scale
invasion of an otherwise peaceful dwelling, which made their generosity even
more appreciated. We slept shoulder-to
shoulder while baby chickens pecked on
Terry 's face through their cage.
In the morning, we walked up the
hill to see Golondrinas in the fog. Even
though we could only see about 50 feet
into the massive, clouded chamber, its
magnitude impressed us beyond words.
The brand-new barbed wire fence
around the pit did not impress us, though.
Terry has since launched a campaign of
letter writing to try to get the fence removed.
On the way down the bouncy dirt
road to Aquismon, we picked up four
adults , one child , and a baby. This
brought our total to 8.5 people in Terry 's
Landcruiser. Impressive, if not a little
absurd! InAquismon, we had lunch with
the secretary of the municipality. Several social hours passed before we finally hit the road for home.
We drove back toward Austin ,
stopping at Cueva de el Abra for some
photographs , finally camping near
Victoria at the "under the bridge" camp.
The next morning, we crossed back to
the United States, giving me a familiar
disappointment. Until I can return to
Mexico, I'll be wrestling with Spanish
textbooks and maybe language school
to prepare for our next trip.

"Caving with Christy" is condensed
from an eariler trip report. This was
Christy's first Mexico Caving trip.
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ACCIDENT REPORT

Sotano del Aire
Joelvy
On Sunday, August 22, 1999, a climbing first and Miguel climbing be- the rope with no mechanical advantage.
group of cavers left San Luis Potosi to low her. They were about 40 meters ( 130 Three large rocks that had been left very
visit Sotano del Aire in the Sierra de feet) below the entrance when the col- unstable at the lip by the collapse were
Alvarez 50 kilometers (30 miles) east of lapse occurred. Three large rocks struck secured using part of the original rigthe city. The group consisted of Miguel Christy on the head and back. Miguel ging and some of their clothing. They
Angel Blanco, Rocio Medina, Christy was on a flowstone ramp that placed him began hauling at about 12:30.
Quintana, Cuauhtemoc Sanchez, Sergio off to one side of the pit so that the rocks
At about 2:30 am, Christy was
Sanchez-Armass and Alfredo Silva. missed him as they fell. Some of the about four meters ( 12 feet) below the
Christy, an avid Texas caver,
lip .
Miguel
Angel
had been in SLP for several
rappelled down to help
weeks learning Spanish and
Christy negotiate the lip of
the pit. At this time, Miguel
living with a local family as
part of the Spanish school. The
realized that Christy had
succumbed to her injuries
Asociacion Potosino de
and had died while they
Montanismo y Excursionismo
or APME is a very active cavhad been hauling her out
ing organization so it was
of the pit. The group denatural for Christy to get tocided to continue to bring
gether with them to enjoy visher to the surface in order
iting the many caves nearby.
to be certain that she had
died. However, when
The group left San Luis
at about 10:00 am and arrived
Christy was about one and
at Sotano de Piedra Agujerada
a half meters (five feet) below the lip, they were unaround ll :00 am. After parking the truck, they began the
able to raise her any furtwo-hour hike to Sotano del
ther. Before giving up, the
Aire. Once they arrived at the
group checked again to be
cave, the entrance was checked
sure that Christy had died.
for loose rocks and then rigged
Sergio then made the twoso that the rope hung free of
hour hike to the vehicle and
Christy with Miguel Angel (center) and Francoise, a Canadian caver
the edge. Miguel, Christy,
drove back to San Luis to
Rocio and Cuauhtemoc descended the rocks came to rest on this ramp in an get help. He arrived in SLP at 7:00am.
233-meter entrance pit (764 feet).
unstable position. Miguel ascended to
By 11:00 Monday morning, a resAlfredo and Sergio remained topside and Christy and found that she had been se- cue team arrived at Sotano del Aire. The
left the entrance at about 4:00pm to look verely injured and was unable to ascend. group consisted of Margarita Benavente,
for other entrances in the area. They re- He assessed her injuries and found that Miguel Jones, Jorge Landeros, Gerardo
turned at about 7:00pm.
her legs were paralyzed. After doing his Morrill, David Solis and others. The resAt about 10:30 pm, Sergio and best to stabilize and comfort her, he re- cue team first removed the rocks that
Alfredo heard a massive collapse from alized that the only option was to haul were loose at the lip then proceeded with
the entrance. When they approached the her up out of the cave. Miguel started the recovery. By 2:00pm, Gerardo and
entrance, they saw that a large portion climbing and reached the surface at To no descended to the narrow spot about
of the left side of the entrance had col- about 11 :30pm. The group then began 55 meters ( 180 feet) below the entrance
lapsed and fallen into the pit. Sergio and rigging a haul system to haul Christy out in order to remove the rocks that had
Alfredo immediately yelled down the pit of the pit. Having no rescue equipment come to rest there the night before. Once
to see if anyone had been injured.
available, the group had to cannibalize the rocks were cleared, Tono descended
Miguel and Christy had been on their own gear and make do with a to take food and water to Rocio and
rope in the entrance drop, with Christy "Georgia Haul"; that is, simply haul on Cuauhtemoc who had been trapped at
80
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the bottom by the collapse. It was
decided that the two would be given
the news of what had transpired
only after they were out of the cave.
At 4:00pm, the authorities arrived
to take initial statements and to take
Christy to the morgue. By 5:00pm,
Cuauhtemoc and Rocio had ascended out of the pit and learned of
the magnitude of the accident of the
night before. The group was back
in SLP by 9:00pm and stated official declarations to the authorities
from 11 :00 pm to 3:00am.
ANALYSIS

In situations where someone is hanging
immobile (such as unconscious or completely
exhausted) on rope in a harness, a serious
medical condition occurs where the blood is

Constriction at
-55 meters

Avascularization/RePerfusion S yndrome (CARP). The body reacts as if
there is a serious bleed going on even
though there is no actual blood loss occurring; that is, it starts to go into shock.
As the amount of blood in the circulatory system decreases due to blood
pooling in the legs, the body trie s to
·-- 0 --·
maintain blood pressure by increasing
the heart rate. This creates a vicious
circle because the increased heart rate
and blood pressure increases the speed
at which blood is getting trapped in the
legs. Finally. too much blood has been
trapped and the volume of blood in the
main part of the circulatory system is
too small to continue to keep the brain,
- .. ~ -·- heart and other vital organs perfused
with blood. Death occurs due to lack
of oxygen to the brain and heart tissues. In testing done by a French caving group. it was found that healthy voli - ~
unteers started having lots of trouble

I believe that this accident was
simply an "act of God" accident and
that Christy was unfortunate
enough to be exposed in the pit
when a natural collapse occurred.
The cavers in the group were doing Sotano del Aire
Profile
everything right and a member of
the group still got killed. Perhaps if
.:.
they had chosen to go caving the
Based on the map by Raul
day before or the day after, it would Puente published in TSAVAL , ,~ ~ -':\-'1- . .
'
·
have been different. Why the rocks the caving publication of the
Asociacion Potosi no de
,,~ ·
let go at just that moment is a mys- Montanismo y Excursionismo, .: '
tery that no one can solve.
Bulletin 2, December 1992.
Once the collapse occurred
and Christy was injured, the other
·---c:::J···
members of the group were faced
with an impossible rescue situation.
Christy had been struck in the head,
causing fractures of the cervical
(neck) vertabrae, and in the lower
back, causing fractures of the lumbar vertabrae. The cervical fracBottom of
tures were not life threatening at the
233-meter
pit
time but the lumbar fractures immobilized her legs. Further, it is
very likely that there had been some
Second pit
serious internal injury caused by the
39 meters
lumbar impact resulting in lifethreatening internal bleeding, this is
Meters
supposition on my part. The immo- 0 5 10 20
40
bilization of Christy's legs was the
Bottom of cave
primary, life-threatening injury.
-287 meters
Once the injury occurred, Christy
needed to be in a trauma center being trapped in the legs. unable to return to
the heart. This is commonly known as Harwithin half an hour in order to surness Hang Syndrome or Compression
VIVe.

~
~~ .~-~--(dizziness. highly ele~ated heart rate)

Tilt TEXAS CAVER

after as little as ten minutes of hanging
immobile on rope. Loss of consciousness due to lack of oxygen to the bram
occurred as rapidly as 15 minutes and
no one maintained consciousness longer
than 30 minutes. These were healthy
subjects with no injuries. Even if she
had had no other injuries , Christy
needed to be off rope and on her back
with her feet elevated within ten minutes of the actual impact. This was simply impossible.
Miguel was below Christy when
the collapse occurred . Even in a perfect situation with an experienced, wellrested rescuer trained to handle emergency situations, it would take at least
two or three minutes to get to Christy.
assess her injuries, decide what to do.
and then begin to climb. Miguel had already been caving for several hours and
had no formal rescue training. Miguel
had to climb another 40 meters before
any attempt could be made to start a
haul. Again, in a perfect situation. it
would take a really fast climber at least
I 0-15 minutes to pass her and climb that
Continued on p. 92
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PROJECT REPORT

TSA Bustamante Clean-Up 1999
Marcus Barksdale
Boy, I'm really stiff and sore. I feel Bustamante. He and his wife and kids Backtracking to the proper turnoff, I
great! I had a wonderful time this year were really impressed with Gruta del found it curious to see the locals hangin Bustamante, Nuevo Leon, Mexico, at Palmi to, and he made a point to tell me ing out and watching the traffic for enthe annual cave cleanup at Gruta del about the Mescal production in the town. tertainment. Occasionally, I love the
slowness of life in Mexico.
Palmito. As Gill Ediger likes to put it, Hmmrn.
I later learned there is a
this cave is a mind-altering
"new"
road that bypasses our
experience.
path, but ignorance is bliss.
I haven't been to
Along at a good clip we enBustamante in a couple of
countered a couple of sections
years and I've really missed
it. My girlfriend Jennifer and
of highway under construction. The graded dirt roadbed
I spent a few days there on
was in better shape than the
our way to Laguna de
pavement. That is, until the
Sanchez around Christmas of
final transition that launched
1997. But remembering our
the truck with a beautiful arc.
11-hour wait at the border on
that return trip, Jennifer was
Poor Shiggy hit the ceiling in
pretty hesitant to try it again
the camper, so did Grog in the
on this three-day weekend. So
cab.
I enlisted the unwitting supMoments later we were
stopped at the first of several
port of four of my six
checkpoints where the Mexihousemates instead . Paige
can military were looking for
and Anita cancelled before
departure, leaving us guys to
gun smugglers. The officer
do some "bonding". Leaving
who approached the truck
a couple of hours later than
knew virtually no English
and, with my Spanish being
planned, typically, Grog
pretty rusty, there was enough
(Steve Burns), Uwe Heinz
(pronounced "ooveh"), my
hesitation for another soldier
dog Shiggy, and I packed into
to decide to just open the
my Toyota pickup for the trip.
camper. Out jumps Shiggy,
Those trucks are always
racing around and rolling in
smaller than I remember.
the grass. The soldiers
Fantastic speleothems in Gruta del Palmito. Photo by Brian Vauter
Immediately we headed
laughed and created enough
into the I-35 traffic jam in Austin. After
Back in the truck, we arrived at the di straction for me to return Shiggy to
some skillful back-road maneuvers, we Columbia border crossing around 8:00 the truck, get back in, and simply leave
were on our way. Through Buda, San p.m. At first glance at more than 100 as another vehicle approached from beMarcos, New Braunfels like light, then transport trucks backed up to the high- hind. Given that experience, I slowed
sucked into the black hole of San way, I thought, "My lord." But cruising down a little and we uneventfully arrived
Antonio's Friday rush hour. Not to fear, down the car lane, we arrived at the end at the campground outside Bustamante.
we were fresh and our patience was in- of a staggering line of... one. We were in Sleepy, we bedded down rather than
tact. Just a few more songs from the CD, and out in about 20 minutes with 180- hanging out.
and we were merrily floating through the day visas and vehicle pass. Score!
I slept through most of the later
mesquite scrubland of south Texas. StopWe took off again and in my build- arrivals driving past our camp spot, and
ping for a leg-stretch at a gas station ing excitement I totally passed the N.L. awoke refreshed. After a lazy breakfast,
along the way, I spoke with a man who
1 highway turnoff, almost making it to we meandered to the base of the mounhad just come from a family vi sit in Columbia before realizing my mistake. tain, prepped Uwe for his very first cav82
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ing trip and rode up to the cave. Dale
Barnard was disappointed that I bailed
on him for an energetic hike up instead.
Since we were among the last to
enter the cave, lots of folks were already
installing concrete steps. I had forgot-

Shiggy even snored.
can pop music. The stereo wars reminded
It felt great to get a little chilled me of high school at the K-Mart parkfor our climb back to the surface. Break- ing lot on a Friday night. Well , they kept
down Mountain sure seemed a lot steeper it up far later than I could stay awake,
scrambling up it than bounding down it.
periodically idling their truck to keep the
My excitement about the great cardiobattery charged. Typical of my gringo
vascular workout lifestyle, I was actually surprised to see
was damped by the all five of them sleeping together the next
presence of all the morning, crammed in the bed of their
dust in the air. Shiggy pickup.
required little coaxThe next day we were more effiIng to scamper cient. We arrived earlier for a trip to the
around like a goat but Red Room. Down Breakdown Moundid fine with just a tain, Shiggy was really cruising: been
safety lead at the ex- there, done that before. Past the Hall of
posed places . Near- Giants and the Cathedral Room , way to
ing the main room , the back we scurried. At the clirnbdowns,
Grog could be heard I left poor Shiggy behind with a light,
where he was joined by Linda Palit' s
chanting us along in
bass chords. He had dog, Ixta. The climb-downs were fun,
waited alone for us, and the Laundry Chute was a breeze with
as we were unaware Dale's hand line. What a nice place! The
Trail building near Gruta del Palmito. Photo by Brian Vauter
of the four pm exit red, moldy-looking formations throughten the vertical distance leading into the time. We gut out by five , not too bad, out the room were really neat. The stafirst main room, and how hot it felt in- with plenty of daylight for the hike/ lactites, helectites, and other features
side. Grog, Uwe, Shiggy and I joined scramble/controlled slide down the were cool too. Oohs, aahs, and a few
photos later, we were running out of
up with Dale and Denise Prendergast for mountain to the trucks.
Arriving at the campgrounds, the time.
some trash duty. I thought the main room
was looking pretty good and I hardly place was packed,
found much to pick up as I worked my locals everywhere.
I ' ve
way the back, where I really wanted to Awesome!
be. Off into the darkness , we descended hardly seen the canBreakdown Mountain. We found lots of yon visited by the lowire, some cans and bottles, and lots cals on my previous
more wire. Almost to the bottom, we re- trips. Our campsite
alized that Grog seemed to be missing. had been taken over
We had accidentally left him exploring by a family , since
in the main room. My bad for not keep- Grog ' s tent had decided to fly a huning an eye on my team.
In the Hall of the Giants, we oohed dred feet away durand aahed as usual, then traipsed back ing the day. That 's
to the Cathedral Room. Dale had suc- O.K. We found a
cessfully carried a huge candlestick new location and enThe 1999 UT work crew at the entrance ofPalmito.
down in his hand without breaking it. joyed a wonderful
We worked quite awhile picking up bro- swim in the natural
On our way out we passed lots of
ken glass and wax from around the springs. Recent rains had recharged the
other
people in pursuit of La Sal a Raja.
shrine area. Our plastic bags were al- aquifer, creating more spring flow than
ready tearing from the bundles of rusted usual. Feeling refreshed, and not caring Back up the free climbs, Shiggy greeted
wire the added glass made the return to cook out, we headed into town for din- me with a worried face. [Thanks to everyone who expressed concern for
ner at the Hotel Ancira.
challenging. After our s uccessful
The family was still there when we Shiggy ; he whimpers that way when I
cleanup effort, we treated ourselves to a
returned
from dinner, jammin' on Mexinap on the cold, wet flowstone floor.
Continued on p. 92
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PROJECT REPORT -- KCCP

The Kendall County Cave Project
Joe Ranzau
The Kendall County Cave Project
is proud to announce its first project
weekend of the new millennium. The
KCCP is the newest project of the TSA,
started in March of 1999. We are based
in Boerne, TX, with Cave Without a
Name graciously letting us use their
campground again this year.
Tom Summers, the new owner of
CWAN, is very interested in the project.
He has made improvements to
the camping area and allowed
us to run electricity. Thanks to
Keith Heuss for leading that
project. Tom 's plans for renovations and improvement include running water and possibly showers.
Joe Ranzau (UTSA student and Boerne resident) will
be coordinating the project.
Many experienced people will
be helping out this year. Mike
Burrell (the Manager of
CWAN) is the treasurer and
the cave-lead contact; Pat
Copeland will head restoration efforts at
CWAN; Terry Holsinger will assist with
project coordination; Joe Ivy will teach
surveying; Becky Jones will do vertical
training.
The goals of the Kendall County
Cave Project are to relocate caves, to
find new caves, to complete and/or confirm the TSS data files on Kendall
County, and to train new cavers. To this
end , work weekends will include
ridgewalking, surveying, digging, exploring new leads, training for the newer
cavers, restoration in select caves, and a
little campground maintenance.
There will be four project weekends in the year 2000 as well as a continuation of the survey workshop. The
second annual survey seminar will be
held in mid-August. Events will be an84

nounced at least a month in advance, so
watch for your TSA Activities Newsletter and pay attention to CaveTex. The
first project weekend of the twenty-first
century will be held the third weekend
of January, the 14th-16th, with cavers
arriving Friday night and staying until
Sunday. At this project we will have
cavers from the A.S.S., Bexar, Dallas/
Ft. Worth, Houston, U.T. and other grot-

Partners in Grime. Photo by David Gers

tos. The goals for this weekend are to
survey five of the known caves, relocate
a few others, and dig on some sinks. Only
two of the caves lined up for the January project are horizontal, the rest require vertical gear, so take this into account if you plan to attend.
The TSA winter meeting will be
held Sunday morning, January 16, at
CWAN.
Each project weekend will start at
about 9:30am on Saturday with a briefing of the day's activities. A prepared
breakfast from the Bexar Grotto will be
available before the caving begins for a
small donation. At the briefing, teams
will be formed and decide on activities
for the day. The two-dollar project fee
will be collected before we will head out
into the field. In the evening, everyone

is invited to a potluck dinner so everyone can find out what happened that day.
After dinner, teams will be encouraged
to begin trip reports and the drafting of
any survey they have done. A guided tour
of the commercial portions of CWAN
may be held on Saturday night. We can
also bring a slide projector if anyone is
interested in doing a show. There are no
project activities planned for Sunday
other than cleaning up the
campground, though again,
teams are encouraged to complete their maps and reports
from the day before.
The Kendall County
Cave Project is open to all
cavcrs, new and experienced.
Nearly every cave we have located to date requires some vertical work. Most of the drops
range from 15 to 90 feet. We
do have a few caves that are
free-climbable, but this is not
typical. There are some horizontal caves as well, but these
tend to be very wet. If you're not vertical, plan on getting wet up to your eyes.
To help better manage the projects
tasks, please contact Joe Ranzau at
bigjoe8@ hotrnail.com or 210-289-6839
if you would like to come to a KCCP
weekend. If you do not, you may not get
any breakfast or be stuck with a team
that goes to a mucky cave. If you're new
to caving and need to borrow gear, please
let me know so I can try to set something up. Anyone who would like to lead
a team is encouraged to speak up. If
there's a specific task that you 're interested in, mention this before the project
starts.
Kendal County has over 300
known caves and that number is growing. So come out and be a part of the
KCCP inY2K.
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VERTICAL TECHNIQUES

Rappelling 101: Using an Open Frame Rack
Joelvy
As mentioned in the Rappelling
I 01 article in the March/ April 1999
Texas Caver, the
open-framed
rack is probably the
most commonly
used rappel device
among cavers in
the US . The
SMC 6-bar
the most
rack is probably
t h e s e
of
common
racks conracks. These '-n-..._.ll
less steel
eye at the
frame with an ,.._..___;ll...lo:l
bottom to clip \.r>.---::11
in to and
shaped
then
a
Uopen on
frame that is ,..........l..o..~o.~
one side. Five ..,.,_ ____]
or six cybars are atlindrical brake
side of the
tached on one
frame and
onto the other
In this issue,
techniques you
of these creatures
safely.
First, you must attach the rack to
your harness somehow. The most commonly used piece of gear here is a locking carabiner. However, I strongly recommend using a 7mm long oval
screwlink. Locking carabiners will and
have come unlocked on their own during normal caving activities and resulted
in innumerable close calls and two fatalities that I know of. Screw links don ' t
have this problem. They are , however,
much slower to put on and take off. I
also recommend not taking your descender on and off while caving. Put it
on and leave it on and just clip it to the
side when not in use. You just never know
when you might need it.
Now an introduction to brake bars.
.
Brake
,.........l~

/ Back"-

/

"-

Notch

"'.

bars

~ferent

~ Face /
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There's the face of the bar (the side that
the rope runs across) and the back (the
side that clips onto the rack) . This is a
crucial distinction as you will see in a
moment. Because the rope weaves back
and forth through the bars, the bars will
alternate; that is, the top bar would have
the face of the bar towards you then the
second bar would have the back towards
you . VVhentheropeisthreadedthrough
the rack properly, the rope forces each
bar onto the frame. VVhen threaded backwards, the rope forces the bars off the
rack. Since brake bars actually clamp
onto the rack, it is possible to thread the
rope backwards and have the bars still
clamped onto the rack. Until you hang
your weight on it, that is. VVhen you load
y o u r
weight
onto a rack
that has
b e e n
threaded
b a c k wards , the
rack makes
this really
distinctive ching sound as the bars all
pop off at the same time and the rack
becomes completely unattached from
the rope! I strongly recommend that everyone who wishes to use a rack should
deliberately thread the rack this way to
a rope hung in a tree so that you can
experience this first hand while hanging
only inches off the ground. It's pretty impressive! Hopefully impressive enough
to keep you from rigging your rack backwards at the top of a drop somewhere.
The rack is a good device but you do
need to know how to use it.
Another aspect to consider is which
kind of brake bars to choose for your
rack. Brake bars come in solid aluminum and hollow stainless steel though
there are lots of other varieties out there.

VVhich one is better? Folks argue about
thi s at length .
Aluminum(O
/;;(\)
bars offer
more friction \....----..,

UU

Standard Aluminum

but they wear
out more quickly. They al so leave aluminum oxide streaks on the rope, turning it black. Some folks will try to tell
you that this weakens the rope. This is
more non-

. ---------(n
0
L------""'mLJJ
1[)

,7\

sense!

It

does turn
your hands
gray when
you handle the rope but no testing has
ever shown that aluminum oxide on the
sheath of the rope weaken s it. The
strength of the rope is in the core, not
the sheath. Stainless steel bars offer a
little less friction than aluminum but last
a long time and don ' t streak the rope.
Most folks nowadays go with stainless
simply for economic reasons.
And which size bar should you use
for the top bar? Originally, all the bars
were the same size. Now, there are a
variety of top bars available. These bars
are usually larger diameter to allow for
longer lives and have a training groove
to keep the rope tracking down the center of the rack. There are also standard
size bars that have the training groove
as well. The groove is nice but the larger
size generally isn ' t necessary. Larger
diameter bars are al so substantially more
expensive. Another variety of top bar is
the "hyper bar" or "J-bar." These bars
extend outside the frame of the rack further than the other bars and have a peg
on the outside edge pointing upward.
These are very handy but we ' ll get into
that in a little while.
You also need to consider how you
should dress for using the rack. VVhat! ?
VVhat does attire have to do with
"U" Shaped Stainless

Continued next page
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rappelling!? With the open-frame rack,
attire and appearance are very important. Because the rack is long, it usually
ends up right in front of your face once
you get on rope. Now you have a rope
moving into this device in close proximity to your head. You must have all long
hair and bandanas gathered so that they
are at the back of your head or up under
your helmet. If hair or bandanas are
loose at the side of your head they can
get sucked into the rack and become
trapped between the rope and brake bars.
This generally results in your head being attached, usually painfully, to the
rack. Very bad. Especially if it requires
that another caver climb up to you and
rip or very carefully cut the hair out of
the rack. Never try to cut your own hair
out of the rack!!! It's just too easy to
cut the rope as a knife will go through a
loaded rope very easily. Beards have also
been known to get sucked into the rack
but are easier to deal with as a beard is
located where you can see it. Very loose
shirts can also get sucked into the rack.
Just tearing the shirt away and letting
the trapped chunk move on through the
rack is generally the best solution. So
appearance and attire are important for
rappelling, especially with an openframe rack.
Threading the rope into the rack is
the next step for the well-dressed caver.
Unclip all but the top bar. A common
mistake is to unclip the top bar and clip
the rope between the top of the frame
and the top bar. This isn' t dangerous but
you sure won't be able to get down the
rope as this adds lots of friction . Pass
the rope from the front of the rack (the
side facing you) to the back so that the
rope passes over the face of the top brake
bar. Pull up on the rope once it's through
the rack and hold it there. With the other
hand, clip the next brake bar onto the
bottom of the rack and slide it up as far
as it will go. While holding the second
bar in place, pass the rope back through
the rack and pull up on the rope. Both
bars are now held in place by the rope.
Using the other hand, bring the third bar
86

up into place. Hold it there as you pass
the rope back through once again. Capturing each bar this way has two advantages. It eliminates slack in the rope
above the rack and it's convenient.
Thread the rope into the rack with at least
four bars. Always thread at least four
bars onto the rack. If you misjudge how
fast the rope is and you begin to descend
out of control, four bars will give enough
friction to regain control. If you go over
the edge with three bars (or less!) and
the rope is fast (new or wet), it will be
next to impossible to keep yourself from
plummeting to the bottom. When in
doubt, thread the rope into the rack with
all the bars. If that's too much friction,
it's easy to take a bar off.
Now you're ready to rappel. Make
certain that you are clipped into the anchor system or the rope with an independent safety line until you have fully
loaded the rack. Generally, if something
bad is going to happen, it will happen as
soon as the rack is fully loaded (like that
ching sound). Grasp the rope below the
rack with one hand. This is your brake
hand and will provide the extra bit of
friction that controls your descent and
will generally stay at your hip. With the
other hand, grasp the frame of the rack
on the side away from you. This is your
control hand. You should be
a b 1e
tro1
to see the palm of the conhand through the
This hand will

(J

bars. Now
hang your
weight on the
rack and start
. ,,
rappelling.
~ Generally, I
t Brake
to have the

·

\

prefer
rack do most ~Hand
so that my
hand doesn't have to
grip the rope very hard at all. In the event
that you misjudged the rope condition
as mentioned earlier and begin descending too quickly, grip the rope in your
brake hand firmly then raise that hand

above the rack. This will jam all the bars
to the top of the rack and add a lot of
friction thus slowing
your descent. You
are also then set up
very nicely to add
~
more bars with your
1
~ ·f l control hand. You
1 can also use your
control hand to
force the bars to
closer to the
top of the
rack to add
more friction.
To get the
o p en - f r a m e
most out of the
rack, you have
to learn to adjust
the brake bars while descending.
Adjusting the brake bars to control your descent takes a little practice
but is actually pretty easy. The trick is
to figure out how many brake bars are
needed to provide just enough friction
so that your brake hand isn't working
very hard holding on to the rope. Once
you figure this out, you can control your
descent mostly by moving the bottom
brake bar up and down on the rack. For
example, I'm a big guy weighing in at
about 100 Kg (220 lbs) and even heavier
with gear and a pack. With a six bar
SMC rack with stainless bars, I use all
the bars. The top five are actively engaged with the rope and I use the sixth
bar to fine-tune the friction. If the rope
is a little fast, I slide the sixth bar up to
put pressure on the rope. If it's slower, I
let the sixth bar slide down. This procedure would be the same for a lighter person but he would use one less brake bar
or would have to spread the bars further
apart.
On pits deeper than 200 meters
(600 feet) , the open-frame rack is great.
At the top of the pit, the rope weight is
great enough so that it increases friction.
You start out with only four bars and
you spread them way apart to minimi ze
friction. As you descend, the rope weight
and friction decrease so you slide the four
bars together to slow it down. When the
rope weight diminishes more, you add
the fifth bar. Towards the bottom, you

r

it
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add the sixth. Keep
don't have to stop
bars. Once you've
technique, addmoving bars
scending
is
continually adamount of fricr a c k,
hand .
work
at all.
satility

in mind that you
to add or remove
practiced the
ing and rewhile
dequite easy. By
justing the
tion in the
your brake
never has to
very hard
This veris
the
strength
openrack.

0

rappel ling
geous pit and dewant to snap
s o m e
photos. Now you need to lock off the
rack. This is where we run into a weakness of the open-frame rack. The traditional way is to simply put all the bars
on
the
rack then lift your
bake hand
up with the rope
in it so
that it is just
above the
top of the rack.
Now pass the
rope in your
brake hand
between the top
bar and the
main rope and
back down to
the bottom of
the rack on the
opposite side.

Jerk hard on
this rope so
that it seats
down between
the
main,
weighted rope
and the top
bar. Pass a
loop of rope
through the
screwlink or
carabiner that
attaches the
rack to your
harness.
Bring
the
rope back to
the top of the
rack again
and tie an
overhand
knot around the
main rope.
The rack is now
locked off.
However, if you
didn ' t wrap the
rope tightly
enough, it is
ossible for
the rope to flip
off the top
of the rack and become unlocked. This
is very upsetting. The National Cave
Rescue Commission has looked long and
THI; T EXA S C AVER

hard for an easier, more secure way to
lock off an open-frame rack and hasn't
found one yet. The solution is to use the
hyper bar or Jbar mentioned
above.
Things
easier with
peg
out
there. To
lock off a
hyper bar
rack, you
first clip all
the bars onto
the rack for
maximum
friction.
Then
you
simply bring
the rope up
over
the
hyper
bar
with your
brake hand .
Bring
it
back down to
the bottom
of the rack .
Now stuff a
loop of rope
through the
link or 'biner
that
attaches the
rack to your
harness and
hook that loop
over
the
hyper bar as
well. The rack l
is now securely locked .I
off. If
you're using
9mm
rope , you may
need
t o
put a twist in the loop before hooking it
over the hyper bar. Another trick if you
don't have a hyper bar (or are too cheap
to buy one) is to clip a carabiner through
the frame of the rack between the top
and second brake bars and use it just
like a hyper bar. It's a little clumsier, but
it's just as secure as the hyper bar.
What about a rappelling belay or
safety? Because of the nature of the
open-frame rack, it is very easy for a
belayer at the bottom of a pit to provide
a belay for a caver on rappel. If the caver
on rappel completely lets go of the rope,
the belayer can maintain control of the
descent simply by pulling down on the
rope. The problem with this is that the
belayer is exposed to any rock fall caused
by the caver on rappel. This technique
is best used for new cavers just learning
how to rappel under controlled circumstances. Once the new caver has some
training and experience, a rappelling
safety is not necessary. Once again, the

best rappelling safety is good training,

practice and experience.
The last thing I'd like to do here is
to dispel a myth. You will hear folks talking about the bars heating up on long
drops and melting through the rope. This
is complete nonsense! I think that the best
advice I ever heard concerning rappel
speed and bar heat was from Pete
Strickland. Pete says, "Just spit on the
top bar and keep it down to a low sizzle
and you' II be just fine." This really
works! Water boils at 100 degrees C (212
degrees F). Nylon, on the other hand,
melts at about 250 degrees C (480 degrees F) so even if you go really fast,
the worst that will happen will be that
you' lllightly glaze the sheath of the rope.
This doesn ' t affect the strength at all.
The strength of the rope is in the
core. While the core is absorbing
some small amount of heat, it certainly isn't absorbing enough
to be significant. So how fast
is a really fast rappel? Bill
Cuddington rappelled into
335-meter-deep Sotano
de Las Golondrinas
( 1100 feet) in about 45
seconds when most
folks take at least 10-15
minutes! When Patrick
Lynott did the same rappel
in about three minutes on a
recent trip, he had a little stalactite of molten nylon hanging
off the back of his second brake
bar where the fuzz on the sheath
had melted on contact with it!
Did this weaken the rope?
o! Again, the strength of
the rope is in the core. Recent testing has shown that the bars reach
a certain maximum temperature and the
rest of the heat is dissipated over the
length of the rope. This will shorten the
life of the rope as the sheath will deteriorate more rapidly once it has been
glazed but the rope does not lose
strength. I would not recommend doing
this to another caver's rope as the owner
will likely be very angry about it! I'm
Continued on p. 92
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TRIP REPORT

A New Caver's First Trip
David Gers
I'm new to caving, but, even worse,
I'm new to Texas. I bought some NSS
books, attended a few Grotto meetings
and signed up for several workshops to
learn more. I got the clothing and equipment and, for lack of room elsewhere,
stored it all in my car.
I found a map to the workshop at
Cave Without a Name (CWAN). I dislike being late for functions as much as
I dislike asking for directions. (I'm convinced it' s a gender thing.) Therefore, I
decided to make a "dry run" from Dallas to CWAN so that I would know the
landmarks. Saturday, July 31, I set out.
I arrived at CWAN five hours later
and looked around a little before sitting
down to rest for the return trip. A woman
seated at one ofthe picnic tables flashed
a brilliant smile and asked ifl was looking for someone. No, I always look confused. And no, I've never been here before. The woman turned out to be Karen
Perry who was there to organize some
of the seminars I'd signed up for.
Tour guide Jim Solomine was
about to take a group into the cave so
Karen asked him to drag me along. Back
to the car, grab my helmet and camera,
and off for the tour. Inside, I found the
decorations were nice, the formations
were interesting and even Jim's jokes
were OK. But evidence of earlier vandalism throughout the cave tarnished the
tour somewhat.
Back on the surface, Bruce Watson
and I talked about stuff for a while and
soon began arguing about how helictites
grow. As if on cue, George Veni showed
up and provided us with a thorough explanation of the formation process.
Bruce was right, by the way.
People came and went and before
I knew, it was six o' clock and the visitors ' center closed. I was invited to dinner with the remaining cavers: Karen,
Jim, Keith Huess, Mike Burrel, Joe
88

Ranzau and Mike Cunningham. Culinary maestro Mike C., the caving gourmet, transformed a few fresh vegetables,
pantry oddities and refrigerated science
experiments into a sensual delight. During the meal, someone suggested that
since the level of the stream in the cave
was lower than normal they could check
out some areas upstream that are not
normally accessible without SCUBA
gear. The cavers asked me if I could
swim. Yes, and this must mean that I'm
invited. I was honored. They asked if I
minded small and dirty places. I felt that
was an accurate description of my mind
and, therefore, agreed to accompany
them. Jim and Keith stayed behind.
Soon I found myself scrambling
along a slippery, muddy bank in my
bright, new cave clothing while Mike B.

led us to where we could view an extremely rare formation of (Shhh!) cave
pearls. I considered taking a photo of
them, but, since my position on the mud
was tenuous, I elected to do it on the return trip. We worked our way upstream
past a mud crawl side passage (We're
not going in? Awww.), through a short
area deep enough that we had to swim,
and on to where the roof nearly met the
water. This was a dry run?
The water level was low enough
that Mike B. and I didn't feel it was necessary to take our helmets off to get
through. Sure, we got our faces wet but
it washed off sweat that had accumu-

lated in the sweltering 100° weather
topside. We continued on past a couple
more duck-unders until Karen became
apprehensive. She recognized that these
low areas could quickly fill and leave us
stranded or without air at all. Rather than
flirt with danger, we retreated.
Back at the cave pearls, I found
that it was nearly impossible to scramble
up to their location for a photo. This
might take some rope work. Oh, well.
I'll be here later for the seminars; I can
get back to them then. So, what now?
How about a short foray downstream?
We didn't have to go far before we
reached the Column Room, an area
where we had to dodge between many
stalactites hanging from the roof.
Though I couldn't see much because my
glasses fogged up (saliva doesn't seem
to work well on polycarbonate lenses),
it was great fun. Too bad our movements
had stirred up silt to the point where we
couldn't see any of the formations below the water, either. Maybe next time.
On the way back to the main cave,
Karen pointed out the overhead entrance
to the New Room. I don't climb well
hand-over-hand, I have no vertical gear
and I certainly don't know how to use
such tools yet. I'll be back later.
We returned to the surface and discovered that, in our absence, time had
advanced. Who would have guessed? It
was already one o'clock Sunday morning. Despite a kind offer of tent space to
sleep and a really tempting promise of
exploring on a nearby ranch the next day,
I had to leave. I felt uncomfortable about
camping out without so much as a toothbrush. This was, after all, supposed to
have been only a three-hour tour.
The excitement of the adventure
and a cup of coffee kept me awake for
the drive home. I am thrilled to have had
the good fortune to share an impromptu
trip with such considerate people.
THE TEXA S CAVER
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PROJECT REPORT

KCCP Survey Seminar
David Gers
On Saturday August 21, 1999 at
8:30 sharp caver standard time (somewhere around 9: 15local time), about 30
cavers gathered in the main room of
Cave Without a Name (CWAN), near
Boerne, Texas, to learn how to survey
caves. The seminar was sponsored by
the Kendall County Cave Project, a division of the Texas Speleological Association, and arranged by Karen Perry and
Keith Huess.
Pete Lindsley gave us a presentation that, for the most part, compared
the virtues and failings of different compasses. I didn't recognize any of them.
He pointed out that one of the compasses
also works well as something called a
clinometer. I felt like I had signed up for
a first aid course and was being instructed in brain surgery.
At first, Rebecca Jones and Mike
Pearson seemed a bit confused about
who was supposed to teach us how to
set stations (reference points) but I believe I learned more by hearing both their
viewpoints. Aha! We were back on track
with patient assessment.
Orion Knox introduced us to mapping by showing us his drawing of one
of the rooms in Gruta del Palmito,
Bustamante, Nuevo Leon, Mexico. It
showed the shape, size, location and orientation of every rock and formation in
the room. I would guess that several
hundred hours of work were involved in
the rendering. But now my first aid
course had advanced to recombinant
DNA.Aargh!
Charlie Loving provided us with a
pleasant respite from the tedium (yawn)
of the presentations. He showed us a
collection of his humorous cave survey
cartoons. Though I had earlier pegged
Charlie as a curmudgeon ("Why the hell
should I have a headlamp? I didn't come
here to cave!"), he proved himself to be
quite funny.

Suppertime! It wasn't quite ready
yet, so I followed Bruce Watson and
Allen Wong to a nearby property to look
for karst features. The landowner believed that she had a cave but we didn't
find anything promising. On the way
back to my car, I stopped to help a gentleman unload a pile of brush from his
pickup . I explained my
purpose on the
land and he
gave me the
phone number
of his grandson who recently bought
a piece of
property that
had a cave under a waterfall.
I gave Karen
the informaCave Mappin'
tion when I returned
to
CWAN.
Mike Cunningham , the caving
gourmet, did it again. He served up a
tossed salad, chicken cordon bleu, rice
pilaf and a fancy French dessert with embedded strawberries. So far, I've twice
asked him to marry me.
Karen had arranged with landowners for the students to practice their
newly acquired surveying skills (with instruments I had yet to see) in local caves,
but many of those caves had elements
that required vertical gear. Since few
people had brought their gear and most,
like me, were vertically challenged anyway, she decided to limit the practical
portion of the seminar to surveying in
CWAN. I was mildly disappointed because Christie Bennett, a delectable
woman nearly my size, had earlier offered me the use of her vertical gear. Poo.
So after supper, we broke up into

small groups to collect survey data on
several stations the instructors had earlier set in the cave. I found that the instruments wouldn't settle down for readings (Jell-0?), and the tape measure refused to stay taut (Silly putty?). We were
00
supposed to take readings to within ± ,
but we were lucky to get to within 1°. At

C. Loving

times, three different readings yielded
three different results. Furthermore, distance measurements, supposedly accurate to within 1/lOth of a foot, were good
to maybe 2/lOths. None of the people in
my group were pleased with the results.
Sunday morning we were each
handed a piece of quad ruled paper that
contained a scaled line drawing of several survey points within the cave. We
were asked to draw to scale the features
around the survey lines. Since I don ' t
know any of the symbols that cave mappers use, I drew a picture of what I saw.
I doubt that anyone else would recognize the results. All in all, I was deeply
disappointed by how hard I had to work
to get so little data of questionable accuracy and to make a drawing of questionable use. Oh well, this was supposed
to be a learning experience. I learned that
Continued on p. 94
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THE BUDGET CAVER

Cheap (?) Lights
Rebecca Jones
I started caving because I'm cheap.
I had an opportunity to participate in a
$700 rock-climbing weekend in the
White Mountains of New Hampshire,
complete with Appalachian Mountain
Club meals and accommodations, rental
shoes, and brightly colored spandex. I
chose instead "Basic Caving:" two nights
in a fleabag hotel in upstate New York
and two days crawling around in the mud
wearing thrift store clothes and a flashlight duct-taped to a borrowed bike helmet. The whole glorious experience cost
me less than two hundred bucks, including gas.
Caving is perfect for me. There's
no peer pressure to have the right things.
Sure, good equipment is important, but
to cavers, its just equipment, not an outward sign of personal value. Cavers
don't care if your gear's dirty and mismatched. Cavers won't complain unless
it's unsafe. Don't get me wrong, caving
gear isn't cheap. If you're so inclined,
you can spend thousands on everything
from custom wetsuits to photography
stuff to glow-in-the-dark rope (I'm not
kidding!). The cool thing about caving
is that you don't have to. Decent caving
gear can be acquired for a fraction of
the cost most vendors will quote. As a
vendor and long time thrift store shopper, I should know.
This column is about budget caving. It'll cover the cheapest gear that's
practical, offer some reasonably priced
solutions, and hint at the high-end options. Remember, more expensive gear
is not always better. With a bit if effort,
you can often make cheap stuff work
really well.
The first thing you'll need to go
caving is a light. Yes, you SHOULD
have a helmet, but you NEED a light.
(We'll get to helmets next time.)
As I found, a flashlight duct taped
90

to anything will work. Not very well-but this is the cheapest option. Most everyone has an old plastic 2D cell flashlight (new for less than two dollars) .
Smaller 2AA versions will be less awkward and will probably make just as
much light. If you've only got one, tape
it to the top of your helmet. If you've
got two, put one on each side. Before
you go, check that they're balanced and
pointing in the right direction. Be sure
the batteries work. And don't skimp on
the tape! If after your first trip, you realize you hate caving, no loss. If you had
a good time, you'll want to get a better
light than some stupid-loohng, bulky
flashlights taped to your head.
In the $10--15 range, Energizer
makes a reasonable 4AA headlamp (it's
yellow). It's got a decent elastic head
strap, a moderately bright krypton bulb,
and a pivoting headpiece. (Don't get the
black Wal-mart version, the bulb burns
too hot and
melts the
plastic.)
The weak
point of
this light is
the inacThe Eveready Energizer
cessibility
of the contacts inside the battery case
and at the switch. Once they corrode,
they can't be fixed. If you take care to
open and dry this headlamp immediately
after EVERY trip, it should serve you
well, even in really wet caves. If you're
a lazy slob, then you might want to consider another light.
There are many other headlights in
this price range. Some of them, with care,
might be cave-worthy. More of them are
shoddily made. (Sometimes you do get
what you pay for.) When in doubt, ask
around for a review.
Princeton Tee makes some nice
2AA and 4AA headlamps in the $20--

40 range. They're waterproof to 1000
feet, have some bulb and reflector options, and
are fairly
tough.
E a r Iy
problems
with broken and
I o s t
pieces
Princeton Tee Solo
have been
pretty well resolved. One of the best
things about the PT lights is the warranty: the factory replaces any light that
fails under "normal" use.
Stepping up into the $55 range is
the Petzl Mega. (Forget about the Petzl
Zoom, for
s a m e
money the
PT lights
are a much
better bet.)
The Mega
is a dependable
Princeton Tee Vortec
w o r khorse. It doesn't claim to be waterproof,
but it will work well even when filled
with water. If you dry out both the battery box and inside the headpiece after
wet trips, and scrape the contacts once

Petzl Mega Belt

in a while, it'll last for years. You can
use C batteries for up to eight hours of
bright halogen light. An extra bulb is
included and spare parts are available.
THE. TEXAS CAVER
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THE INQUISITION

Petzl Duo Belt Headlamp
Joelvy
What:
Pros:
Cons:
Cost:
Where:

The Petzl Duo Belt
Good bum time
Cost, wimpy battery pack
Suggested retail $63.00
Petzl/PMI dealers

The Duo Belt is a recently introduced version of the Petzl Duo
with a waist-mounted battery pack.
This is a good thing as the battery
pack uses C cells. This means that
the Duo Belt can get about seven or
eight hours of powerful light from its
halogen bulb unlike the regular Duo
which can suck its AA cells dry in less
than two hours. (This was one of my big
complaints when the Duo was introduced.) Petzl has also improved the design of the headpiece so that the seal
doesn't get trashed as easily as it did
before. However, if you use the Duo or

The Mega's weak point is the wiring connection at the headpiece, so try not to
pick up your helmet by the bezel too often. Petzl guarantees its lights for three
years, though they don't cover abuse
(and they know cavers). For $55, the
Mega might not seem like a budget light,
but the Mega is a good long-term investment.
The Petzl Duo is fairly high end at
$66. It used to be "Waterproof to 50
Meters" but Petzl has changed its mind

about that; this spring it was downgraded to "Water Resistant." The Duo's
a relatively complicated light. As you'd
THE TEXA S C AVER

Duo Belt in a wet cave, you should open
up the headpiece completely, let it dry,
and reassemble it carefully after each

use. Adding a 4C cell battery pack to
the Duo headpiece certainly makes the
light more useful to cavers. However, the
Duo Belt's waist-mounted battery pack
is both the good point and the weak point.
This new battery pack is simply a
4C cell battery holder like they sell at
Radio Shack for a couple of bucks! I

expect, it's harder to maintain. Once the
guts get corroded, there 's no saving it.
This is not the light for budget cavers.
In the long term, rechargeable light
systems might save you money, if the
type of caving you do is compatible with
their use. Initial investments starting upwards of $100 put these lights well out
of this discussion.
Whatever light you chose, remember, a little maintenance will go a long
way. Any caving light needs to be dried
after a damp trip. This will extend the
life of the best lights and save the life of
the worst. Al so, if you're using halogen
bulbs, wipe them clean after you insert
them. The oils from your fingers prohibit heat dissipation and they ' ll bum out
really fast if you don't. Clean all the
contacts regularly. Don ' t store lights
with rotten batteries. Use a little common sense and you needn't spend a fortune on lights.

was horrified to see this especially after
the intensely engineered battery pack on
the Duo. And this battery holder slips
into a soft, Cordura pouch that has only
Velcro closures . Even the strap that
your belt is supposed to pass through
is closed with Velcro. And the Duo Belt
is only a dollar or two cheaper than
the Duo. Hmm. Should be about a third
less, given the quality of this battery
pack! Why Petzl didn't make a stout,
water-resistant battery pack for the
Duo Belt is beyond me. One positive
thing about this battery pack is that
cavers wanting to customize the Duo can
now have a Duo with a long cord already attached so that they can provide
their own waist-mounted power source
after discarding the stock power pack.
I' d like to see Petzl do a little more thinking on this one and then try again.

Last Call for Maps Drafted in
the Twentieth Century!
Are you still thinking of ways to
finish out the end of the gay ol' 90's?
Why not get out those old survey notes
and make those cave maps you've been
meaning to make. Think of it as the last
chance to make a map with a date of
1999 on it! If that isn' t mind boggling
enough, you could even show your wonderful new creations at the TSA Spring
Convention and take home awesome
prizes! The TSA and the TSS would be
greatly appreciative of your wonderful
gesture, and just think of how busy Jim
Kennedy and George Veni will be filing
all the maps you make at the TSS Office! So get out there and start drafting!
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distance. Miguel was already tired and
severely stressed by the situation. Once
Miguel reached the surface, the threemember team had to build a haul system
and haul her out. During cliff exercises
here in Texas, it generally takes an experienced ten member, high-angle rescue team at least 5-l 0 minutes to build a
haul system with pre-assembled equipment, then an additionall0-15 minutes
minimum to complete a 40 meter raise.
And that's assuming that they have all
the gear they need and that the rigging is
perfect. Even if they had somehow accomplished a miracle and gotten Christy
to the surface in a short enough time to
save her life, they were still a two-hour
hike from the vehicle with a severely injured patient needing spinal immobilization and intensive care. Even with a
miraculous haul out of the pit, they still
needed a Life
hel·
to be

BUSTAMANTE continued from p. 83
leave him at home too.] Our group gathered and we left quickly for the surface,
arriving with time to spare. The drive
down the mountain was a treat as we
watched an intense thunderstorm ramming nearby mountains.
After a quick swim in the springs,
the caver community gathered for a wonderful banquet at the Hotel Ancira. The
food was good, and the beers cold. Before long the crowd was treated with a
really fun raffle. Whoopin' and hollerin'
for each name, it seemed like almost everyone came away with one of many
great prizes. Thanks to all the sponsors!
On our way back to camp, Grog
ventured to buy some of the legendary
mescal of Bustamante. During the night,
he and Uwe managed to entice at least
six people to try it. The overwhelming
vote? Nasty! Local booze is really cheap,
and you get what you pay for. Meanwhile, everyone seemed to be having a
great evening with drumming and dancing in one area, storytelling and discus92

standing by very near the entrance and a
state-of-the-art trauma center waiting for
her at the end of that flight. A successful
rescue just wasn't possible. There was
just no way that these unfortunate souls
could have saved Christy's life.
In wilderness and cave rescue, the
folks most frequently rescued are folks
who did really stupid, thoughtless things
and got hurt because of it. Common accidents you read about are rescues of
people (non-cavers) who went caving
while they were severely intoxicated and
fell down a pit that they didn't notice or
people going into a cave that floods very
severely when it's about to rain. But
sometimes bad things happen to good
people doing all the right things. And
every so often, those bad things are fatal. In the 17 years I've been caving, I've
had some close calls and watched as others had close calls but we were left with

sions in
comrnumty
strengthened relations this whole weekend. That's a wonderful thing.
Monday arrived and home we
drove. After a pleasant breakfast with
good friends, the drive back was uneventful. Just two minutes at the Columbia crossing, and a quick truck-search
on I-35 (Uwe, is German after all), and
we made it home in time to wash clothes
and prepare for the week ahead. I love a
good weekend. Thanks to my friends for
being there, and to those of the greater
caver community for making the opportunity.
Sponsors of the 1999 TSA
Bustamante Project were: Asolo, Black
Diamond, Bluewater, Cascade Designs,
Chaco, Eagle Creek, Gonzo Guano
Gear, Outdoor Essentials, PMI,
Sweetwater, and Vasque, and Whole
Earth.

~

r~

InJUnes.
past, ve gone
to a
cave I hadn't been to in a while only to
see a big collapse had occurred in the
interim that certainly would have killed
or injured someone if anyone had been
there. Since collapses like these happen
so seldom underground, the odds of
someone being there when it happens are
very slim. Unfortunately, Christy happened to be in Sotano del Aire at just the
moment that a large collapse occurred.
Statistically speaking, it is still far more
dangerous to drive on US highways than
to go caving. There are some things that
just cannot be foreseen or avoided. And
the cavers with Christy had absolutely
no chance of saving their injured friend
as even with all the manpower and gear
at their disposal, there was still no way
to get her out of the pit in time. Miguel,
Sergio and Alfredo did the best they
could but all the cards were stacked

not advocating speed rappelling, just
pointing out that melting through the
rope just isn't going to happen. However, the top couple of bars can get plenty
hot enough to bum you and raise some
blisters so remember how close those
bars are to your face!
The open-frame rack is still the old
standard in the US. It's great for long
drops and has complete adjustability of
friction. A big drawback to this rack is
the size and weight of the thing. It's just
plain big and heavy. It also has a cumbersome lock off. And finally, there's a
lot of technique to learn in order to use
the rack safely and efficiently. Most US
cavers will tout the open-frame rack as
the safest descender available, but that's
just what they originally learned to use.
Once you've learned and practiced the
techniques, the open-frame rack is great
for some applications. And, just like every other descender, the open-frame rack
is only safe and efficient if you know
how to use it properly.
THE TEXAS CAVER
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FROM THE FILES OF THE TSS

TSS Website Gets a Facelift
Aaron Addison
Recently the TSS website has un- website? Or that when someone asks you on surveying, photos, caving areas in
dergone many changes. I thought that I about show caves in Texas you can point Texas, and, of course, TSS publications.
wouldtakethisopportunitytore- ~~~~~~~---••••••••••;ImJ
An online cave report
introduce all cavers to this source ·
form will soon be available.
for information on Texas caves
Until then go ahead and downand karst.
load the Adobe PDF version for
For starters, the navigation
easy printout. The TSS is also
of the main screen on the site has
working on an interactive list of
changed substantially. The new
Links to cave surveying Sites
Texas caves (sorry, no localook features an easy to navigate
tions! ), an interactive topo
side bar menu. The site has miniDavi d McKenzie's WALLS cave surveying program for Windows is
finder,
and adding cave maps to
available .
mal graphics so it should load
the long/deep lists.
faster on older computers or for
So stop by and take a look.
those of you still using older (and
We are always interested in sugslower) modems.
gestions and have many more
The new site may look dif- ~
• >... "' -~ 1 improvements planned for the
ferent, but still has all of the same use- them to the site for a description of each near future .
ful information. For example, did you cave, what tours are offered, and all of
The address is still the same:
know that the long and deep lists for the necessary contact information?
www.utexas.edu/depts/tnhd.www/tss
Texas caves is available on the TSS
The site also contains information

GROTTO REPORTS
BEXAR GROTTO Joe Mitchell
Bracken Bat Cave cleanups were
held on 7/30, 8/13, and 8/26. Several
good bat flights were seen.
The grotto will do registration at
the Texas Cavers Reunion and asked for
volunteers to help out.
Tom Summers is the new owner
of Cave Without A Name. There is new
electrical wiring, fencing and furniture
being installed.
Joe Ranzau announced the KCCP
survey seminar at CWAN.
Bruce Watson reported that the
KCCP went to Guadalupe River Ranch
and dug in a sinkhole and checked a cave
where some practiced vertical work.
Joe Ivy and Rebecca Jones taught
a cave rescue course at Natural Bridge
Caverns for the staff. In October, NBC
will start giving wild caving tours ofthe
South Caverns.
George Veni & Linda Pal it went to
NSS Convention at Filer, Idaho. There
was a lot of caving, all in lava tubes.
THE TEXAS CAVER

They visited Cat Skull Cave , Big
Johnson Cave, and Magic Johnson Cave.
Linda went to Horse Thief Cave in WY,
and to Big Horn Cave in MT. They are
in the same cave system, but the connection is closed because of the Indian
Reservation.
Rebecca Jones and Joe Ivy went
to Hoya de Huahuas, Sotano de las
Golondrinas, Tanninul, and Cueva de La
Puente in SLP, Mexico.
A group went to a ranch in Kendall
County and looked at 100 acres. There
were 32 sinkholes half of these had open
entrances and were explored with some
good leads.
Joe Ivy, Rebecca Jones, and Brian
Vauter surveyed Brad's Crack Cave located near Natural Bridge Caverns. It
has a tight entrance, two drops and a
great air from a likely dig at -32 m.
Kurt Menking observed flood debris on the walls of Persimmon Pit where
he, David Bogard, Rebecca O'Daniel,
and Cindy Perez continued a dig. The

area is being subdivided and is a significant recharge for the Edwards Aquifer.
Government Canyon - Marvin
Miller reported that he and a group surveyed one of the caves on the Davis
Ranch tract. It was in a streambed with
a half a meter wide entrance, two drops
and nice flowstone formations. A vertical fissure at the bottom was blowing
air, but would need blasting to explore.
An estimated 18 different animal species were found. There is a lot of pressure on the park to find species proposed
for endangered listing.
Silver Tip Mountain, Montana Ted Lee reported that they backpacked
12 miles to reach the cave and found pits
everywhere. The temperature in Blood
Cave was 35F. There was snow in the
entrance and a lot of cold water. The
group was unable to reach the end of the
existing survey.
Other Caves Visited: Hidden Valley Cave, Pfeiiffer's Dirt Sink, Golden
Fawn Cave, and Toad Cave.
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LOST CAVES OF TEXAS- COMAL COUNTY
Butch Fralia
In the TSS electronic database, there are 4 711 records of Texas caves and karst features. Only 2213 have complete
location data consisting of the USGS Quadrangle map where the cave occurs and UTM coordinates. Of the remaining records
933 have quadrangle data without a location and 1580 are missing even the USGS Quadrangle. For 1580 caves or karst
features that lie in some county even the approximate 'where' is a mystery.
This is one of a series of articles to identify the lost caves and karst features of Texas. The TSS asks that Texas cavers
help find the lost caves. Below is a list of the Lost Caves of Comal County. Location data can consist of a marked up
topographic map, GPS data or whatever help you can provide. If you have other data on the cave or karst feature we'll take that
also. For instance, the caves listed could be duplicates of other records. Any and all information is appreciated.
Why is this information important? Considering the nature of cavers, they gain access in a particular area and explore
there for a while. Boredom sets in or access is lost. In twenty years or so, cavers return to an area and don't know if they've
discovered a new cave or rediscovered a known cave. By maintaining the database, that information will be known! If you have
information about any of these caves, please contact:
Butch Fralia 3412 Walton Ave., Ft. Worth, TX 76133-2230, of sharbu@flash.net
Bartels Pit
Base ofTree Cave
Seal Ranch Cave
Blow Hole Cave
Campsite 85 Sinkhole
Dierks Cave No. 4
Dierks Cave No. 5
Eisenhauer Cedar Patch Pit
Eisenhauer Green Algae Cave
Eisenhauer Horror Hole
Fault Falls Cave
Fischer Cave
Fischers Pit
Gay Nineties Cave
Goat Cave (Coma!)

Green Valley Ranch Cave No. 1
Green Valley Ranch Cave No.2
Green Valley Ranch Cave No . 3
Grubby Cave
Heimers Cave
Honey Creek Dry Cave
Lewis Cave
Moeller Cave
Mountain View Ranch Cave No. 1
Mountain View Ranch Cave No. 2
Nowotny Pit
Obscurity Cave
Papes Pit
Pats Cave

Plumly Cave
Pot Hole
Pot Hole Pit
Pumpless Pit
Secret Cave
Semler Cave
Sinks at the Head of Simmons Creek
Snyder Cave
Still Cave
Tonne Sink
Twenty x Twenty Cave
Vogels Sink
Wolle Sink
Zuercher Cave No. 1

continued from p. 89

surveying and mapping is beyond me.
The highlight of the trip was Sunday morning breakfast at the kitchen
tarp. Some coffee-crazed individual
broached the subject of what might become of cavers who have aged and become somewhat infirm . These "geriatric cavers" could make for some interesting situations. As ideas began flying
about, Charlie grabbed his sketchpad
and began furiously scribbling cartoons.
Sick? Sure it is. But I sincerely
hope that when I find myself in such situations, I can be in the company of people
like these who will help me view myself
with the same level of humor.
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The TSS Wants Your Help
TSS is planning several office work sessions for the upcoming months. We have just received a LOT of materials for
archiving our photo/slide collection, maps, and other items, so there will be PLENTY to do. Everyone is welcome to attend.
The Saturday dates in particular were picked to allow out-of-Austin cavers the opportunity to assist and to learn more about
the TSS & the Texas Cave Files. If you plan to attend one of the Saturday sessions, I will need at least one week's advance to
give your names to the gate guards. For the Wednesday sessions, all you need to do is arrive between five and six in the evening.
There will be two more Wednesday evening sessions and two Saturday sessions beginning at 10 am.
TSS work sessions for the remainder of 1999:
Wednesday evening, 13 October
Saturday, 30 October
Wednesday evening, 10 November
Saturday, 4 December
As always, donations of file cabinets, flat files, file folders , and other office supplies are welcome.
For more information, directions to the TSS office, or to sign up to help, contact Jim Kennedy at:
512-443-8198 or <jkennedy@batcon.org>

~ ----------------------------------------~
I
SIGN ME UP FOR THE TEXAS CAVER!
I don't want to miss another issue.
Sign me up for the item indicated:

0

$25 - TSA Membership: The TExAs CAVER,
TSA Activities Newsletter & TCR Notices

D $30- Family Membership (2 votes, 1set of publications)
D $20 - The TExAs CAVER only
D $7- TSA Activities Newsletter only
MAIL TO: TSA, BOX 8026, AUSTIN, TX 78713

NAME:
STREET:
CITY, ST, ZIP:

HOMEPHONE --------------------------------------------------------------WORKPHONE -------------------------------------------------------------E-MAIL

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

~ ----------------------------------------~
:· TEXAS CAVER SUBMISSION GUIDELINES
All cavers are invited to submit articles, trip reports, pictures, maps, cartoons, poetry, events, etc.
Material should be cave related and pertinent to the Texas caving community.
The Caver is published bi-monthly. The deadline for submissions is the last day of odd-numbered months.
The editors will confirm receipt of material, review submissions, and return comments as necessary before publication.
Slides, negatives, photos, art and maps will be scanned as quickly as possible and then returned promptly.
All written material should be submitted digitally in Rich Text Format, on 3.5 inch floppies or ZIP disks, or attached to email.
Photos should be scanned at 277 dpi as .tif files, line art at 1200 dpi, as .tif files.
All material should be identified with author's name, title and date. Visual materials should be clearly matched to captions.
For further information on submission or style guidelines, please contact the editors:
Joe Ivy & Rebecca Jones
11916 Bluebonnet, Manchaca, TX 78652
joeivy@interserv.com
512-292-1878
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